Ein Dor Mini-Sprinkler

Use Ein Dor Sprinklers to water flowers, ground covers, and turf.

Flow vs. Pressure
Flow is the output of water measured in GPH (gallons per hour) or GPM (gallons per minute) and pressure is the force behind the flow measured in PSI (pounds per square inch).

EXAMPLE

Ein Dor Mini-Sprinkler and Support Stake Assembly (MESK) with optional Press-Fit Valve (MEVSO)

- Full circle spray pattern
- Flat spray angle of large droplets reduces wind drift
- Great for inverted greenhouse watering
- Vibrating, lifting top prevents plugging and keeps insects out
- Minimum pressure 20 PSI—works best @ 30 PSI

Ein Dor Mini-Sprinklers are available in: 5GPH (MELOW), 9 GPH (MELTB), 18 GPH (MEBLA), 32 GPH (MERED)
Mesk Stake Assemblies available in: 13” with plastic stake (MESK) and 18” (MESK 18) and 36” (MESK36) with metal rods